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Average Annual Total Returns for the Longleaf Partners Small-Cap Fund (12/31/18): 

Since Inception (2/21/89): 10.38%, Ten Year: 14.49%, Five Year: 5.34%, One Year:       

-6.52%. Average Annual Total Returns for the Russell 2000 (12/31/18): Since 

Inception (2/21/89): 9.03%, Ten Year: 11.97%, Five Year: 4.41%, One Year: -11.01%. 

Returns reflect reinvested capital gains and dividends but not the deduction of taxes 

an investor would pay on distributions or share redemptions. Performance data 

quoted represents past performance. Past performance does not guarantee future 

results. The investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so 

that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their 

original cost. Current performance of the fund may be lower or higher than the 

performance quoted. Performance data current to the most recent month end may be 

obtained by visiting longleafpartners.com. As reported in the Prospectus dated May 

1, 2018, the total expense ratios for the Longleaf Partners Small-Cap Fund is 0.92%.  

Longleaf Partners Small-Cap Fund fell -15.55% in the fourth quarter, bringing the 2018 return 

to -6.52%. The Fund significantly outperformed the Russell 2000 Index in both periods. The 

Index declined -20.20% and -11.01% respectively. Few stocks escaped the market decline in 

the fourth quarter as trade wars, U.S. interest rate increases, geopolitical unrest, fears of 

economic slowdowns in multiple countries, including China, and falling oil prices were among 

the primary headlines pressuring equity prices around the world.  

The Fund’s outperformance was primarily driven by transactions at two holdings during the 

year. Additionally, the cash position that previously had been a drag on relative returns 

became a benefit, not only because it helped buffer performance in the downturn, but also 

because it provided the liquidity to buy new positions as more qualifiers emerged. The Fund’s 

negative absolute return came primarily from companies that missed expectations. The market 

punished companies that disappointed particularly severely in the fourth quarter.  

 

2018 results did not reflect the progress in the portfolio. During the year, we sold four 

investments that successfully reached our appraisals. We deployed proceeds from these sales, 

plus a large part of the 22% cash in the Fund at the outset of the year, into five new qualifiers 

and several more discounted holdings. Cash ended the year under 9%. Portfolio repositioning 

and value growth amid stock price declines helped the price-to-value (P/V) ratio move into the 

50s%, a somewhat rare level that has historically preceded strong absolute and relative 



   

 

returns.   

 

Just as performance did not reflect portfolio enhancements, the stock prices of most 

companies did not indicate what we view as positive progress made by our companies and 

management partners throughout the year. CEOs whom we view as stronger were secured at 

CenturyLink and Mattel. Park Hotels and Kodak agreed to sell assets for attractive prices. 

Forest City, Sonic and Hopewell were acquired or agreed to go private at strong premiums. 

Importantly, the primary business segments at most of the Fund’s core holdings grew – 

Enterprise at CenturyLink, Barbie and Hot Wheels at Mattel, Broadcasting and Kaplan 

International at Graham Holdings and North American Fertilizer at OCI. As their stock prices 

became more discounted, numerous companies in the Fund repurchased shares, thereby 

increasing the remaining value per share.   

Choppy markets and the economic uncertainty that feeds them could last for a while. To 

manage investment risk, we incorporate conservative-to-skeptical assumptions about the 

future, invest in a limited number of companies, have a broad and deep research network and 

engage with managements. We believe that the Fund’s compelling P/V, combined with the 

underlying strength of the businesses we own and the management teams leading them, can 

generate strong absolute and relative results going forward and that the payoff for 2018 

company-level and portfolio-level progress is deferred but not lost. 

 

Contributors/Detractors 

(2018 Investment return; 2018 Fund contribution; Q4 Investment return; Q4 Fund 

contribution) 

 

 Sonic (61%, 2.26%, -, -), the quick service restaurant franchise, was the Fund’s largest 

contributor for the year. Southeastern first bought shares in late 2016, when competing 

brands’ discounting and unit expansion weighed down Sonic’s system-wide sales growth. CEO 

Cliff Hudson and his team did good work as they revamped marketing, improved the menu, 

sold company-owned stores to franchisees, released a mobile app and consistently bought 

back shares at low earnings multiples. In 2018, Sonic reported growing sales, sending the stock 

30% higher in a week. In September, private-equity firm Inspire Brands announced its 

acquisition of Sonic near our appraisal, and we sold the stock at nearly double the Fund’s cost.  

 

Hopewell Holdings (35%, 1.68%, 35%,1.60%) a Hong Kong-listed property company, was the 

primary contributor for the fourth quarter and among the top performers for 2018. On the 

final day of 2017, Hopewell announced the sale of its Hopewell Highway Infrastructure toll road 

company for 20% above our appraisal, and part of the proceeds went to a special cash 

dividend of HK$2 per share when the deal closed in April. In December, the founder, Gordon 



   

 

Wu, offered HK$38.8 per share to buy out other shareholders and privatize the company. 

Independent shareholders will vote later in 2019 on the offer, and we are not opposed. 

 

Realogy (-43%, -2.28%, -29%, -1.41%), the owner of leading real-estate franchises like Coldwell 

Banker and Century21, fell during the year. The company missed third-quarter EBITDA 

(earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization) expectations and lowered full-

year guidance by 5% after weaker existing home sales in coastal markets hurt the owned 

brokerage and title insurance segments. However, Realogy’s franchise segment, the most 

important part of our appraisal, held up well despite the more difficult real estate environment 

in the wake of higher interest rates and changes in tax laws related to real estate deductions. 

CEO Ryan Schneider used the large free cash flow (FCF) coupon to repurchase shares at a mid-

single digit FCF multiple. Realogy also launched two new brokerage brands for luxury and 

urban millennial sales this year. We remain confident that the value of this business will grow 

long-term with home prices and as millennials migrate to home ownership. Fears that online 

tools for viewing and advertising homes will displace realtors have been overblown as the use 

of realtors and online tools actually have grown in tandem. We believe that online home-selling 

economic models may be successful in areas where housing is somewhat standardized, but in 

most of the U.S., meaningful home variations by city, neighborhood, and even block do not 

lend themselves to purely online comparisons and transactions. 

 

Mattel (-35%, -2.08%, -36%, -2.22%), the classic toy company, fell in the fourth quarter, making 

it a detractor for the year after the company lowered full-year revenue guidance by 3%. The 

primary challenge was sorting through the retail disruption caused by the Toys “R” Us 

bankruptcy, combined with self-inflicted Chinese inventory problems. The weaker revenue 

number ignores CEO Ynon Kreiz’s solid progress towards cutting $650m in operating costs. For 

the first nine months of 2018, the company’s two most important brands, Barbie and Hot 

Wheels, grew gross sales 15% and 6%, respectively. Fisher-Price, Thomas and American Girl all 

declined, but each brand has strong, unique drivers for future growth. To invest in high-return 

growth projects, Kreiz is creating new businesses using Mattel’s deep well of brands and 

intellectual property. The stock ended the year trading at less than half the 2017 rumored 

acquisition offer and has already rebounded strongly in the first two weeks of 2019. 

 

Summit Materials (-34%, -1.60%, -31%, -1.50%), a U.S. cement and aggregates company, 

declined in the fourth quarter, making it a detractor for the year. We began buying the stock in 

the third quarter after the company’s moderate cut to EBITDA guidance led to a sell off. 

Flooding and hurricane recovery took longer than anticipated and cost inflation also impacted 

profits, though Summit had already begun to increase pricing as an offset. Slowing national 

home construction hurt U.S. building materials companies, but Summit’s stock felt more 

impact because of the company’s leverage and lower aggregates mix. Summit owns 2.5 million 

tons of cement capacity, 10 river terminals and 3.7 billion tons of aggregates reserves. U.S. 

cement demand is above current capacity, and much-needed infrastructure spending would 

increase demand substantially. In aggregates, Summit benefits from exclusive local positions in 



   

 

several large urban markets where it commands significant pricing premiums to competitors 

who bear additional shipping costs. Summit is not significantly exposed to high-rise 

construction, the biggest cyclical risk to the industry. In the event of a recession, its public-

sector exposure, which comprises 40%+ of its business, should prove more durable. CEO Tom 

Hill has a strong record of intelligent acquisitions and is using FCF to de-lever the balance 

sheet. We paid a single-digit FCF multiple and expect the coupon to grow substantially in 

coming years. 

 

ViaSat (-21%, -1.49%, -8%, -0.44%), the satellite communications company, was a detractor for 

the year but declined much less than many businesses in the fourth quarter after reporting 

strong quarterly results. In the Broadband segment, subscribers, ARPU (average revenue per 

user) and margins all increased. In Government, revenues and earnings grew over 20%. For 

InFlight, Viasat gained North American commercial aircraft market share beyond 20% for the 

first time, doubling in only two years. We believe ViaSat’s superior inflight internet product 

should continue to gain business from slower competitors. ViaSat-3, the company’s most 

powerful satellites by orders of magnitude, are scheduled to launch in less than two years, 

allowing the company to service several thousand government aircraft and offer a competitive 

broadband product to rural customers around the world. 

 

OCI (-19%, -1.32%, -36%, -2.78%), a global producer of nitrogen fertilizers and natural gas-

based chemicals, was the primary detractor in the fourth quarter, primarily due to the decline 

in the methanol spot price, which is linked to oil. To the positive, non-methanol-related assets, 

which represent three quarters of the value, did well. African facilities resolved gas supply 

issues and achieved 95%+ utilization rates. The company sells for less than the replacement 

cost of its assets and our conservative estimate of the discounted cash flow value. CEO Nassef 

Sawiris is an owner-operator focused on optimizing the capital structure and generating 

significant free cash flow. 

 

CenturyLink (2%, -0.04%, -26%, -2.15%), the telecommunications company, was a fourth 

quarter detractor, but ended slightly up for the year after substantial gains earlier in 2018. The 

stock declined after third-quarter revenues came in below expectations, but our appraisal rose 

with 7% yearly EBITDA growth as higher margin revenue within the Enterprise segment 

increased and consolidated FCF nearly doubled year-over-year. CenturyLink’s FCF, which grows 

beyond inflation, is more than $4.00 per share, yet the stock trades around $15. Revenues 

declined in part because the company wisely exited unprofitable business lines, prioritizing 

capital efficiency and deleveraging over top line growth. The dividend moved back up to a mid-

teens yield with minimal chance of any cut. (Update at 19 Feb 2019: CTL did cut the dividend to 

use the cash instead to strengthen the balance sheet. We believe a better way to address the 

balance sheet is to explore asset sales given the multiples being paid in fiber transactions, 

and/or to issue tracking stocks for the separate Fiber and Consumer segments to highlight 

their values and offer the potential to raise capital. Southeastern filed a 13-D to talk to 

interested buyers and nominate appropriately experienced directors to the board. The 



   

 

dividend cut did not alter our appraisal of the company or its earnings power.) We expect 

consolidated EBITDA to grow by a low-single digits percentage next year, but within that 

number we believe high-value Enterprise fiber revenues and cash flows will grow above that, 

making up for the low-quality legacy landline run off. CenturyLink remains an overweight 

position given its deep discount and the quality of both its management team, led by CEO Jeff 

Storey, and its fiber assets, which we believe are of high strategic value to numerous 

infrastructure investors. 

 

Portfolio Activity  

We exited four successful investments, all prior to the fourth quarter. In addition to Sonic, we 

sold Wynn Resorts and CONSOL Energy, the coal company. We both bought and sold Forest 

City, a real estate company that was acquired within a few months of our purchase. We also 

bought GCI Liberty, Lazard, Summit Materials and one undisclosed position in the fourth 

quarter. Both Forest City and the undisclosed position are “recycled names” that we previously 

owned. Recycles tend to have fewer surprises since we have closely followed the business as 

owners and have already deeply engaged with our management partners. 

 

Outlook 

As co-investors in the Fund, we are neither pleased nor complacent about the 2018 absolute 

return, but we firmly believe that the portfolio is positioned well for future absolute and relative 

results. First, in the relatively rare times when the Fund traded below a 60% P/V in the past, the 

following one, three and five-year performance averaged well over 300 basis points above the 

Index annually. More importantly, Fund annual returns averaged in the mid-teens, far 

exceeding inflation plus 10%*. Second, the Fund’s cash position is below 10%, and our on-deck 

list of prospective qualifiers has more than ten new possible opportunities. Third, we believe 

that a number of companies in the portfolio are good candidates over the next few years for 

the types of corporate transactions that have been an important source of the Fund’s success 

over time, including in 2018. Fourth, we anticipate that the results of the strong businesses we 

own and the management teams leading them can eventually translate into stock prices that 

properly reflect value, whether by investor re-rating, much higher earnings than are currently 

being delivered or corporate partners taking action to gain value recognition. 

 

See following page for important disclosures. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



   

 

*Quarter-ends since 1993 were identified where the Small-Cap Fund’s “price-to-value 
ratio” (P/V) was less than 60%.  From each quarter end identified, the 1, 3, and 5 year 
cumulative returns for the Fund and the Russell 2000 were calculated. Those returns 
were then averaged and the 3 and 5 year returns were annualized. The results were: 
17.73% for 1 year, 15.05% for 3 year, and 16.53% for 5 year for the Small-Cap Fund 
and 14.36%, 10.79% and 12.81% for the Russell 2000. Current circumstances may not 
be comparable.    

 
Before investing in any Longleaf Partners Fund, you should carefully consider the 
Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses. For a current 
Prospectus and Summary Prospectus, which contain this and other important 
information, visit longleafpartners.com.  Please read the Prospectus and Summary 
Prospectus carefully before investing. 
 

RISKS 
The Longleaf Small-Cap Fund is subject to stock market risk, meaning stocks in the 
Fund may fluctuate in response to developments at individual companies or due to 
general market and economic conditions. Also, because the Fund generally invests in 
15 to 25 companies, share value could fluctuate more than if a greater number of 
securities were held. Smaller company stocks may be more volatile with less financial 
resources than those of larger companies.   

The Russell 2000 Index measures the performance of the 2,000 smallest companies in 
the Russell 3,000 Index, which represents approximately 10% of the total market 
capitalization of the Russell 3000 Index. An index cannot be invested in directly. 

P/V (“price to value”) is a calculation that compares the prices of the stocks in a 
portfolio to Southeastern’s appraisal of their intrinsic values. The ratio represents a 
single data point about a Fund and should not be construed as something more. P/V 
does not guarantee future results, and we caution investors not to give this calculation 
undue weight.   

“Margin of Safety” is a reference to the difference between a stock’s market price and 
Southeastern’s calculated appraisal value.  It is not a guarantee of investment 
performance or returns.   

Free Cash Flow (FCF) is a measure of a company’s ability to generate the cash flow 
necessary to maintain operations. Generally, it is calculated as operating cash flow 
minus capital expenditures.  Free cash flow coupon (yield) is a ratio calculated by taking 
free cash flow per share divided by the share price. 

Earnings multiple, also called the price/earnings ratio, is the ratio of a company’s share 
price compared to its earnings per share. 

Leverage refers to the use of debt.  De-leverage refers to a decrease in debt. 
Aggregates are materials such as sand or gravel that are ingredients in concrete. 



   

 

Spot price is the current market price at which an asset, like a commodity, can be 
bought or sold for immediate delivery. 

Discounted cash flow (DCF) is a valuation method used to estimate the attractiveness 
of an investment opportunity. DCF analysis uses future free cash flow projections and 
discounts them to arrive at a present value estimate, which is used to evaluate the 
potential for investment. 

As of December 31, 2018, the top ten holdings for the Longleaf Partners Small-Cap 
Fund: Graham Holdings, 8.8%; Hopewell, 7.5%; CenturyLink, 7.2%; Liberty Media, 6.7%; 
OCI, 6.4%; Kodak, 5.1%; Summit, 5.1%; Lazard, 4.9%; Mattel, 4.8%; ViaSat, 4.7%. Fund 
holdings are subject to change and holding discussions are not recommendations to 
buy or sell any security. Current and future holdings are subject to risk. 
 
Funds distributed by ALPS Distributors, Inc. 
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http://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/freecashflow.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/presentvalue.asp

